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Birdwood Gully 

Location: Start this walk part way along on Lucinda Ave in Springwood, opposite the junction where 

it meets Bednal Road. 

Duration: 1.5 hour circuit 

Grade: Easy 

Features: waterfall, creek, eroded rock formations,  

Trip Notes: 

The lovely row of stone steps lead down into the gully inviting us into a new world so close to 

civilisation.  While the initial entry of this track is unfortunately full of weeds, they soon disappear 

and we meet a cute set of steps carved into a large of rock, a sign that this is a long ago established 

walk. This walk is a special one for me as I have spent many occasions doing this track with my family 

and friends, and experiencing the changes in season, climate and vegetation over many years.  

We head down the steps and swing left, now walking beside the rock shelf and soon a short side 

track on the left leads to a little overhang, supposedly a midden from ages past. As we continue our 

descent the track shows signs of wear and we can see that attempts to fix it haven’t been very 

successful as the once well-formed stone steps continue to fall apart. We have to watch our footing 

on this descent which goes past a simple wooden bench, and descends further past old banksias and 

eucalyptus trees that reach up to the sky. A fantail flits by as we near a few steps carved in rock, 

surrounded by ferns, swinging to the right and leading us through a sea of ferns with a clear view of 

the path winding ahead. There is another wooden bench before we come to a large overhang where 

sometimes glow worms could be seen at night. It’s cool under this damp cave and after rain a veil of 

water runs over its roof. 

We now continue to make a gentle descent down to the creek. The leaf-littered path follows the 

creek and the gentle trickles of water around mossy rocks and into small clear pools make this a 

peaceful place. Some boulders along the creek are huge, and equally impressive are the towering 

turpentine trees we pass before descending a flight of steps to cross the creek over a bridge at the 

top of a small waterfall. A couple years ago we came across a fascinating giant crayfish on this 

section of track, and once we spotted a little orange yabby in the creek. I’m told many years ago this 

creek was full of yabbies, unfortunately now a very rare sight due to increasing pollution and run off. 

The area is still beautiful and we descend beside the little waterfall, enjoying the cool air and arrive 

at Madeline Glen, a good spot for a break among the mossy rocks, large boulders and a sparkling 

sandy bottomed creek. There’s an inviting set of steps on the other side of this creek but as far as we 

could tell they don’t seem to lead anywhere. Instead the track continues with the creek on our right 

and we wind our way along this leaf lined path, past old thick logs, over some small bridges, beside 

mossy green rocks with birds darting through the coachwood trees. After passing a small sandstone 

overhang which looks like a seat, we come to a creek junction, the names of the creek (Springwood 

and Shelley) carved into the large flat rock face that we can walk over. This is a striking spot to 

explore with rock holes full of water, large ferns and a sandy bottomed hole which gets filled with 
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water after rain. (Following another track from here will get to Lomatia Park eventually but this is 

not the way we go today.) 

We ignore the somewhat overgrown path to the left (which goes to Tom Hunter oval) and we go 

straight ahead across the creek over the funny little stepping stones to the other side. There seems 

to be a distinct change in vegetation as the track is more open now with tall eucalyptus trees, 

Lomandra and the bright purple “happy wanderer” at the base of the trees. The fern-lined creek is 

on the right and we hear the frogs call as we continue along the sandy path that meanders through 

ferns and past taller fern trees. The whip birds strikes its call and we approach a long bridge where 

we cross the creek noticing a hanging birds nest nearby. The track soon gets to another junction 

where a broken sign tells us it’s Elkington Creek and Springwood Creek that meet at this little 

fairyland of a place – the tree ferns, tiny birds, trickles of clear water and an inviting wooden seat 

give us another reason to stop, enjoy and explore. 

After leaving “fairyland” the path ascends past a giant old gnarled tree with an unusual big V shape 

and a lumpy fungus looking thing growing in it. The track now ascends out of the gully and we go 

past many grass trees where little wrens dart around and two parrots sit in the distance. Once we 

saw a group of Yellow tailed Black Cockatoos feasting on the seeds of the forest oak trees nearby, 

and recently a Glossy Black Cockatoo was also spotted here. A set of stone steps looking picturesque 

with grass trees along its sides ascends past budding grevillias, mountain devils and bottle brush to 

reach impressive wind eroded caves. This is a great place to stop and explore the amazing rock 

formations and swirls of sandstone – you may even notice the carving to “Paddy the Dog” on a 

smooth rock face nearby. 

The path ascends gently along some stone steps where a branch leads to an exit onto Boland Road – 

supposedly in the old days travellers from Sydney would get a train to Springwood Station and enter 

this bushwalk here to do the round trip. This section is so close to civilisation that we hear the 

unfortunate traffic noise and notice the ever invasive weeds making an appearance. But as we turn 

away from the exit and take the right branch of the track the whip bird calls, and we make a gentle 

descent down the leaf littered path going through a section of funny shaped rocks –one with a heart 

shape cut out in it - a place that kids love to explore. The yellow “egg and bacon” flowers and wattle 

wave in the breeze and we descend a little flight of steps carved in rock to see the creek on our right. 

The track goes through a swampy section where frogs croak and there are a couple of short wooden 

bridges, it meanders past more flowering natives and a section of ferns before we walk through 

trees shaped in a V – it’s a bit unclear here which way to head and we keep left and go up along the 

path. This track continues through some lovely native vegetation and a funny little message “LEAP” 

is carved in one of the steps before we get to a junction which is signposted (to Boomerang St). We 

continue straight ahead and walk along a well constructed board walk. Before getting to the exit 

there is a little wooden seat where we can rest and take in the last refreshing sights and smells of 

the tall eucalypts, the native flowers and the grass trees. A rock right at this Bednal Road exit has an 

unusual carving on it – some think it could be an aboriginal carving. It is only a short walk up Bednal 

Rd to get back to where we started this walk. 


